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“Huge Improvement in Symptoms”, “Really Motivating!”, “No insomnia, bloating, flushing or

mood swings”, “Helped me turn my life around”, “Feeling like a different person”, “Incredible

and life changing”, “Your book has helped me so much”Are you overwhelmed about where to

start with the symptoms you are experiencing?Does any of this make sense to you or are you

despairing at the thought of where to start?Do your symptoms scare you and has your doctor

not helped you?Are you ready to resolve your symptoms, understand why nature has taken a

turn this way, and what practical steps you can take to change your life around in a matter of

weeks?Understanding Your Menopause is a fresh way of looking at your menopause transition.

It puts your health under a microscope (but without too much science!) and explains why the

hormonal upheaval magnifies the underlying health imbalances that you were ‘just getting

away with’…. Until now!It’s an easy read, and most importantly has practical clear steps to

follow, to relieve your symptoms. If you do what the book says, buy the supplements (you

choose your brands), and take the supplements THEN you will feel the changes. This book will

EMPOWER you to take back CONTROL of your health, and make it the very best it has ever

been. Forget trying to be the woman you were, this book will help you become the woman you

are meant to be.In Understanding Your Menopause you will find:Clear explanation of what is

happening to you physically, hormonally and emotionallySimple to follow explanations on

symptoms and how they group togetherThe 5 underlying health imbalances that cause your

symptomsWeek by week practical guidance on how to alleviate your symptomsBelly fat -

simple eating changes explained, no diets allowedFinding the right kind of exercise for you,

and not too much of itAnxiety fully explained, what it is and the simple steps to resolve itSleep,

the changes you can make to get it backWhy you have to put good nutrients back into your

body that are now missingSuitable for women who feel extreme tiredness, joint pains, brain fog

at any ageSensible, practical, easy-to-do changes that work!Your author has tried and tested

these solutions as have her clientsNow in paperback Understanding Your Menopause has

been selling well to her clients and now it’s time to ensure every woman knows EXACTLY what

the menopause means and what you can do about it.Andrea guides you effortlessly through a

time of your life that is confusing, overwhelming and downright scary. She makes you

understand how natural this is, and most importantly empowers you to make the necessary

changes, so that you flourish in your menopause. She will put you on the path to great health

for now and for the rest of your life.Read more about Andrea and how she can help you at

cotswoldmenopause.co.uk.This is a MUST READ book for any woman as you enter into

perimenopause, make your OWN STORY with this book and make your story a successful

natural menopause!REVIEWS“Since purchasing your eBook and coming off HRT I have

noticed a huge improvement in my symptoms. The supplements have helped and the section

on Eating made so much sense. The hot flushes are getting better and my sleep so much

improved.” R Price“Your book has helped me so much! The explanations and step by step

guide are really motivating! Thanks so much I would recommend the book as a great guide.” S

Burns“No insomnia, bloating, flushing or mood swings. I downloaded your book I am only

taking supplements and no meds, with good results.” T Walton“It’s fascinating and educational,

easy to understand. It’s helped me turn my life around and I’m so glad I found this book” E

Scott Miles



“fun addition for any resident of or traveler to Ireland.” —Library Journal--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorChristopher Somerville is a travel author who has has

written more than 30 books, including AAA Spiral Guide: Ireland, Britain and Ireland's Best

Wild Places, and National Geographic Traveler: Ireland. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.
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UNDERSTANDING YOURMENOPAUSETried and tested practical, natural solutions to alleviate

your symptoms effectivelyANDREA MARSHShiatsu and Chinese Medicine PractitionerPRAISE

FOR ‘UNDERSTANDING YOUR MENOPAUSE’:“What a fantastic book to have to hand. Easy

to read, well explained, helpful, practical and a lot of it might surprise you as Andrea explains

the power it can have on your menopause symptoms and your body. Andrea’s knowledge on

this subject is incredible and life changing and I thoroughly recommend it”.Shelley Chapman -

Founder of Menopause Help, Postmenopausal“This book contains everything you need to get

through the huge hormonal upheaval of the perimenopause. Full of helpful information to get

you feeling like a different person by the end of it. It’s helped me turn my life around and I’m so

glad I found it”Emma Scott, Founder ‘Pluggin Baby PR’, Menopausal“Since purchasing your

book after coming off HRT I have noticed a huge improvement in my symptoms. The

supplements have definitely helped and the section on eating made so much sense. The hot

flushes and my sleep are so much better too.”Rachel Price, Perimenopausal“Your book has

helped me so much! I have found the explanations and step by step guide really motivating.

Thanks so much I would recommend this book and ‘Eat for the Perimenopause and

Beyond’!”Sophie Burns, Perimenopausal“I’m taking supplements, no meds, I downloaded this

book and followed with good results. No insomnia, flushes, bloating or mood swings.”Tina

Walton, Perimenopausal“Andrea’s knowledge of Chinese medicine and natural menopause

solutions is encyclopaedic. I would encourage anyone wanting to explore a natural route to

read this book.”Emily Barclay, Founder Perimenopausehub.comFOREWARDGod bless Andrea

Marsh. She is a health hero whose mission is to empower women to help themselves achieve

a balanced, calm menopause no matter where they are in their menopausal journey

naturally.In her book, she has presented proven strategies based in the theory of Chinese

Medicine born out of her experience as a Shiatsu Practitioner.‘Understanding Your Menopause’

shows women that they do not have to suffer with symptoms of perimenopause and

menopause and can improve their health naturally. Andrea shows us how any woman can

optimize their health through the proper use of nutrition, dietary supplements, exercise, quality

sleep and stress reduction.In your hands, you hold the secrets of all the right choices to make.

With gratitude, I will recommend her book to my health coaching clients. I want them and you

to be vital, beautiful, and healthy at every age and every stage. Let’s all get on board and make

this transition in life a joyous ride to the wisdom we were created to share.With love,Adrianne

Gerard, RN, MSDisclaimerThe information and advice in this book is intended as a general

guide to healthy living and is not specific to individuals or their particular circumstances. This

book is not intended to replace treatment by a qualified practitioner. Neither the author nor the

publisher can be held responsible for claims arising from the inappropriate use of any of the

suggestions within. Do not attempt to self-diagnose or self-treat for serious or long term

conditions without consulting a medical professional or qualified practitioner.Text © Andrea

Marsh Cotswold Menopause 2021 All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be

reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior permission of

the copyright owner. Written and designed by Andrea Marsh, Cotswold
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LinksAcknowledgementsAbout the authorIntroductionThank you for finding and reading this, it’s

a pleasure to be able to help you in the ways that I can. Firstly here’s just a little bit about me

so that you know that I can help you.Why I can help youI’m a Shiatsu Practitioner, it’s similar to

acupuncture in that it’s based on the theory of Chinese Medicine (TCM). This way of looking at

the mind and body as ‘one’ has been around for about 5000 years, blowing western medicine

in terms of how to understand your body and health out of the water!I’ve been using this theory

now for more than 15 years in everyday life, and when, 5 years ago I got a shock and realised

all the symptoms I was experiencing were in fact the perimenopause, I decided to research

and understand it from the TCM point of view.I had gotten to the stage where I had noticeable

anxiety every day, cried at anything on the tele, felt fatigued easily and was literally losing my

memory. It got to the point where I had to ask myself ‘Am I depressed?’ I didn’t feel depressed,

but ticking symptoms on a piece of paper it looked that way. Then I was incredibly fortunate to

hear Lauren Chiren (Women of a Certain Stage) give a talk; and everything fell into place. Back

home I googled ‘menopause symptoms’ and ticked 25 out of 34.Working with my TCM books, it

was eye opening about what I found out at the time. I didn’t know if what I’d worked out was



true? That you could be menopausal and not have a single heat symptom?! (I’m not sure the

word perimenopause was around at this time).Before this happened to me I thought the

menopause was ‘periods stop, have hot flushes’, and that was that; how ignorant was I? It

wasn’t my fault, or anyone else’s, just at this time there isn’t yet enough education around the

whole hormonal transition and the effect it has on women’s health; emotionally and

physically.Today, I work with women on a daily basis with my therapy and supplement advice to

help make dramatic changes to relieve symptoms, I do online consultations (with Europe,

South Africa, Australia, US), I have my ’28 Days to a Happier and Healthier Menopause’

programmes, I give talks explaining what’s happening so that it really helps you make sense of

what is going on.In 2019 I had my heat relieving cream Blossom certified for sale, 2 years of

designing and testing especially to relieve all heat associated symptoms, using a specific blend

of essential oils to target the different elements. Get the link at the end of the book if you’re

suffering with symptoms right now!The practical solutions I’ve worked out using the theory of

Chinese Medicine really do work and changes lives, tried and tested, it’s not complex, but you

do need to be ready to make the changes, and follow what’s in this book. At the end of the

book I have a useful links section to help you further, plus an additional bonus chapter

‘Amazing Health - Life After Oestrogen’ for you to access online.What’s in this bookI’ve

separated out the knowledge I'm going to give you into ‘chapters’ that you can think of in terms

of weeks, this is because I would like you to take this information in, one week at a time. It’s ok

to take the time to help yourself and I don't want you to rush through the whole guide in one go.

If you do read it in one sitting that’s ok, but do come back to it for reference each week as you

follow the changes suggested. Just a word of warning, from experience with my clients, if you

do try and make all the changes at once you will go into a sharp detox, feel pretty grotty and

lethargic and think that this isn’t going to work for you. You’ll also rattle with supplements, and

could feel nauseous. The answer is to pace yourself, introduce one supplement at a time, and

allow this one to settle for about 3 days before introducing the next one.These are small weekly

changes I’d like to you implement, by all means read it in one go, and you can go out and buy

all these supplements at the start. Oil based supplements are good, and there are now more

vegan options; I’ve put a starter guide link to menopause supplements at the end of the book

to help you.My best advice is to pace yourself, pause at each stage to digest what you have

learnt, take on board the changes you are going to make, and see how you feel as you

introduce each change.Journaling can be an excellent way to help you as you change, noting

what symptoms you have, and the date you start new supplements; and the differences you

notice. There is a journaling template at the end of the book to help you get started.I initially

laid this book out as 8 weeks, but now I help women make these changes in 28 Days, so you

can definitely see differences very quickly. Hot flushes is the last symptom we look at and this

is deliberate as it takes all of the other changes to help alleviate the flushes, the good news is

though that Night Sweats are tackled in week 1; so you really can start making the changes

this quickly.To be in control of me againNot knowing what’s going on with your mind and body

can be daunting and overwhelming; it can get you down if you just don’t understand what to do

and you feel out of control. The good news is that if you’ve found your way here you’re now at a

place that is going to help you whatever stage you’re at and you’re in the right mind-set to help

yourself; which is brilliant! Now add in the knowledge from me, and mild to moderate symptoms

will start melting away in the next couple of weeks.You do need to take the supplements

though, there’s no getting away from that at this point. I’ll explain in the next chapter what is

going on in your body and why adding in nutrients is so important.I’m very much about helping

women do things themselves to alleviate as much of the symptoms as they can, and if you



have some stubborn ones or need further help I have suggestions in the last section of this

book. Symptoms are personal to you and even women that have severe symptoms can

alleviate them completely with this book or the follow on programme ’28 Days to a Happier and

Healthier Menopause’, however if you have underlying health concerns which exacerbate your

menopausal symptoms you may require further help, and so check out the useful links at the

end of this book. You should never feel that there isn’t further help, there always is, it is just a

case that it becomes bespoke to your health, whereas the information in this book is very

general and can help ease a lot of symptoms for a lot of women; just not all women.I want you

to know that you CAN relieve the symptoms you’re experiencing, I’ll explain in the next section

why the menopausal change magnifies your underlying health issues, resolve these and most

of your symptoms dissipate. The hormonal change is such a stress on your body that when

you’ve just been ‘managing to get by’ health wise, now you’re not so lucky. In making your

health more robust, the menopause won’t be an issue. It won’t be the case of ‘when will it be

over?’ It shouldn’t become a significantly negative part of your life, follow the guidance in this

book and it will set you on the path for a healthier post menopause life and a happier future.I’m

going to show you what’s going on through the eyes of my learning's in Chinese Medicine, it

was this that helped me make sense of the symptoms of the menopause so it’ll be referenced

regularly but I promise to make it palatable and not lose you along the way!“We delight in the

beauty of the butterfly, but rarely admit the changes it has gone through to achieve that beauty.

“Maya AngelouYou will be reminded of this quote at the end, it is a simple but significant image

to remind you that to achieve a balanced and calm menopause there is work to be done, you

will be making a lot of changes that will be amazing to how you feel.This book does not

advocate a diet, but does talk a lot about eating changes. There are new habits to be formed,

and this can take around 21 days, it doesn’t matter if you slip up, have a bad day or forget

something, even if you don’t take your supplements for 3 days. What does matter is that you

start up again, pick up where you left off, and keep up with the notion that this will work; just

give it a little time.WE’D ALL LOVE A MAGIC PILLWhat if that magic pill was just broken up

into 28 pieces? Take a piece each day, it might be a different shape, and each day the piece is

slightly larger than the day before, but in 4 to 8 weeks you’re going to look back, (especially if

you started journaling) and marvel at the changes you have made for yourself. I do really

suggest some sort of journaling as this will show you just how far you have come in such a

short space of time. It doesn’t have to be in a book, I just saw a great idea for popping thoughts

in a ‘Joy Jar’, and rereading them at the end of the month. As you see that jar fill up with happy

notes of positive changes you can literally see the differences to your life mounting up!HOW

TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS eBOOK TO ALLEVIATE YOUR SYMPTOMSWe can’t take

in a lot of information in one go, one of the issues with the menopause is that it does play

havoc with your memory so this has been designed to keep things to the point. It’s designed to

help you make significant changes over 4 to 8 weeks rather than try to do it all in one go. Each

chapter can be seen as one week, maybe you can manage 2 chapters a week (then you will

see changes sooner!) and you can read and repeat any of the steps throughout the guide

when you get further into it, or get lost, or need to remind yourself. Keep referring back, it’s

always going to be here to help you.It doesn’t matter if you don’t have Night sweats right now,

you must do that stage because it prepares you for the future, or if you have hot flushes, and

everything at every stage will be about supporting your whole system. You can’t resolve any

one isolated symptom, the best health you can have is one that is maintained holistically. The

changes you make in ‘Week 1’ will support the later work to alleviate anxiety – Please DO NOT

miss a chapter, the order in which you tackle the symptoms will ultimately help you alleviate the



worst of any of your symptoms so we have to start with sleep and nutrition. Therefore do not

read / action upon the later chapters without the earlier actions. This isn’t a pick or chose type

book, you need all of the changes in all of the chapters. However if you have anxiety you may

want to start on Ashwaganda pretty soon, that’s fine but start on all the other supplements as

well &:IT TAKES 21 DAYS TO FORM A HABITHowever quickly you decide to read through this

book you can’t change the time that it will take to have an effect on your mind and body. It’ll be

good to keep checking back in and reminding yourself what to do and when, and I will repeat

things so that you really understand why they are helping you. To have knowledge is to

empower you and give you back control of yourself. I really suggest starting the journaling so

that you can track your changes, note your thoughts and emotions, so you realise how much

you’ve changed as you’ve stepped through this guide.You are the butterfly, this is your journey,

I am here to help you transition to have a flourishing life during and after the menopause!What

symptoms can I have?The list of symptoms can be jumbled up and not make a lot of sense,

but using Chinese medicine I’ve grouped the symptoms into 2 mains areas – Hot and

Cold.There are always solutions for heat symptoms, we can see and feel those the most

intensely, if you bash your knee its red and throbs, you take an anti-inflammatory and it goes

away. This is quite a superficial ailment, quick to arrive, and quick to ease. Cold symptoms are

however a lot more complex, and not resolved so easily with Western Medicine.The range of

Menopause symptoms predominantly fall into the Cold category, and this is far less understood

in the west, but is something that Chinese Medicine understands completely, about the ‘hidden’

elements in our health.Cold symptoms in Chinese medicine are more chronic and hard to

place the cause of, as you can’t see anything visually (inside or out!), which is then difficult to

relieve with western medication which is mainly for heat conditions.Understanding what causes

these cold symptoms means we can look to your constitution, your diet, nutrition, lifestyle and

your moods/ emotions.In the following graphic I’ve sorted the symptoms into hot and cold, in

the perimenopause you mainly note the colder symptoms, then as periods become more scant

as you get older you may experience more of the heat symptoms.The underlying factor of all

cold symptoms AND hot flushes is (adrenal) fatigue:What if I’ve had a hysterectomy?If you’ve

had a hysterectomy you may experience symptoms from both groups all at once, as oestrogen

and progesterone (hormones) are depleted at the same time.Also as you naturally transition

through the stages and without having resolved health imbalances you can experience

symptoms from both groups too. The good news is though that with this book you can resolve

most of the symptoms from both groups, and the more symptoms you have the more

improvements you’re going to see, so its win win!1 - Hormones & EmotionsJust what is going

on?Let’s start at the beginning, understanding a timeline of events, which I think will give you

an idea of where you are and how things are going to progress for you.When and what is the

Menopause?Let’s start with the age of 51. This is the UK average age of the cessation of

periods, and for most white women around the world. Women of ethnicity tend to have the

menopause a few years earlier, and you can find the average age for your country on the

internet. Even in Japan it’s around 49/50, it’s just that they don’t tend to have our symptom

range.So, when do you know you’ve technically hit the menopause? When you can look back

and say ‘I haven’t had a period for 12 months’, then in hindsight you’ve passed through the

technical term of the ‘menopause’.Somewhere around this point when periods are erratic and

intermittent, you’re also going to experience some heat symptoms. Hot flushes can come thick

and fast during the day, which is really difficult if you’re in a pressured working environment,

and can be triggered by anxiety making it all that much worse. Hot flushes can also continue

long after your periods have stopped, along with other symptoms too. I also get women coming



to me in their later 50s who only start experiencing symptoms then, years after the

menopause. They ask if ‘this is the menopause?’ but it is in fact more likely to be adrenal

fatigue, a vastly important underlying health condition to understand; this will be explained in

the ‘5 Underlying Health Imbalances’ later in this chapter, AND this is the root cause of anxiety,

and this can hit you at ANY age.Professor John Studd said in an article recently that the height

of perimenopausal symptoms is 4 years before the menopause, so our UK average would

make that around 47. If you’re reading this at a younger age and experiencing symptoms, you

then know you can discuss this with your GP. You may not have heat symptoms at this point but

it's valid that you're in the early stages of the menopause - this is the perimenopause, when

you’re still having periods. Don’t be put off by your doctor, whatever the label is, you still have

symptoms that you’re experiencing and they should be treated as valid health concerns. I have

some top facts on a handy bookmark to help you; download the template:However, I’d suggest

you take this book in and quote it to the GP!Not all women will experience menopause

symptoms – only about 30% have really bad symptoms, whilst 30 % won't have any and the

other 30% or so will manage their symptoms easily enough. Why is this?This is the question

that has really driven me on to understand why some women suffer greatly and others barely

notice it has happened.A few years ago if you’d asked me what age do you start getting

menopausal symptoms I would have probably said something like ‘58’, having never given it

any thought; and I think a lot of us are caught out with this way of thinking. We look younger

nowadays so we forget that on the inside our bodies are still changing with nature and we’re

caught unawares with the perimenopausal symptoms; where there may not be a flush

insight.How does hormone decline create my symptoms?Firstly let me say I’m not a hormone

specialist, I’m a Shiatsu Practitioner who has looked at how all the symptoms fit together over

the menopause timeline. When I first looked at the 34 known symptoms they were jumbled up,

and the one thing Chinese Medicine teaches us is that there is a pattern; so I looked for a

pattern. What I found was quite stunning to me as it meant you could be heavily

perimenopausal and not have a flush or heat symptom at all.Not long after I’d created my

theory I was at a talk on hormones and menopause given by Dr Lucy Ansell, who is a

specialist in this area, and her hormonal decline graph overlaid my theory. Now I had a proof

that my pattern in Chinese Medicine really did have legs, and I’ve used this ever since to help

women alleviate their symptoms:Copyright remedyrx.comSee the progesterone line (dotted

one) – that’s the hormone that keeps us sane, think of it as cooling and calming, it’s what

brings back our sanity after the initial bleed. Look how it declines over time, this happens over a

10 year span. It’s a gradual decline, you don’t notice changes until one day you look back and

think ‘I’m not the woman I was a few years ago’. Your sleep may now be broken, you’re feeling

easily tired through the day, you get irritated easily, anxious when you never used to, feeling

overwhelmed at your workload, and cry at just about anything.As the progesterone has

declined we’re losing our ‘cool and calm’. Think about a monthly cycle, you may get PMS in the

days leading up to the bleeding, then it starts, and then you feel yourself relax and you don’t

feel like shouting at as many people. This is because the progesterone has kicked in and

calmed everything down. The closer you are to the menopause the harder oestrogen has to

work for egg release and the more it effects our emotions. Less and less progesterone is

created at this time of life and so we remain for longer periods in our heightened emotional

state, unable to calm down or relax.These are just some of the perimenopausal symptoms,

along with joint aches, IBS, low moods; this is because all the symptoms in Chinese Medicine

are ‘cold symptoms’. The kidneys are at the heart of the changes in our body, they’re attached

to the adrenal glands where a majority of hormones are made. The first toll taken on our



bodies is tiredness, and kidneys are central to this. In TCM I call this ‘kidney energy’, but in

western terms its ‘adrenal fatigue’.

Understanding Your Menopause Tried and tested practical for, Understanding Your Menopause

Tried and tested practical magic, Understanding Your Menopause Tried and tested synonym,

Understanding Your Menopause Tried and tested recipes, Understanding Your Menopause

Tried and tested by, Understanding Your Menopause Tried and tested meaning, Understanding

Your Menopause Tried and tested meme, Understanding Your Menopause Tried and true,

understanding the menopause, how does menopause make your body feel

The Menopause Reset: Get Rid of Your Symptoms and Feel Like Your Younger Self Again, It's

Not You, It's Your Hormones: The essential guide for women over 40 to fight fat, fatigue and

hormone havoc, Hormone Repair Manual: Every Woman's Guide to Healthy Hormones After 40

Janet, “Great tips, and not just for menopause!. Marsh covers topics such as Sleep, Anxiety

and Adrenal Fatigue, and brain fog with simple and concise tips for management. Many of

these symptoms may be menopausal, peri- or post-menopausal, but everyone can benefit from

the help she offers. I appreciate the non-invasive and natural approach, and yet she gives clear

guidance on when to see physicians and get more help. The simple adjustments she suggests

with supplements, essential oils, and lifestyle changes seem very easy to incorporate. I am

very glad to have this guide.”

Adrianne Gerard, “Secrets to sail through menopause and beyond. Andrea shows us how to

optimize our health through the proper use of nutrition, dietary supplements. Exercise, quality

sleep and stress reduction. In your hands, you hold the secrets to make a joyous ride in the

wisdom. We we all treated to share.”

John M., “Wish I’d read this years ago , it’s fascinating and extremely helpful .. I’m so pleased

to have read Andrea’s book , she explains in detail what is happening to your body and why

and best of all she offers natural solutions to try . It’s early days yet but I feel much happier ,

knowledge gives you confidence that what is happening is normal and the support is there if

you need it .  I wish I had had access to this book years ago .”

E. Thomas, “This is a very supportive resource. Thank you.. I'm a couple of chapters in but I

already feel more supported and prepared for this stage in my life. Easy to read and follow. I'm

already sleeping better and feel more rested and relaxed than I have for a long time.”

Sheryl Andrews, “Highly recommend. I have recommended this book to ten people since

reading it. I only wish it had been written sooner. A complete game changer for me and has put

me back in control of my sleep patterns.”

UKbasedseller, “Must read. Very good read a must have if your struggling lots of useful advice.”

Nik, “Accessible and informative. It’s great that this is so accessible, really focusing on the main

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/DoNjP/Understanding-Your-Menopause-Tried-and-tested-practical-natural-solutions-to-alleviate-your-symptoms-effectively


issues with insights and solutions throughout. I now know what changes I can make to

minimise symptoms and make this part of my journey into a smoother, natural progression.”

The book by Andrea Marsh has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 31 people have provided feedback.
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